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Abstract

This paper presents an approach of compact thermal
modeling —HotSpot, which is parameterized according to
design geometrical dimensions and material physical prop-
erties. While most existing compact thermal modeling meth-
ods facilitate thermal analysis of existing package designs,
the HotSpot modeling method is more suitable for the ex-
ploration of new designs at both the die level and the pack-
age level due to its physically-based parametrization char-
acteristics. Although it may not be as “compact” as other
modeling approaches, HotSpot provides much more ther-
mal information of the design, especially at the die level,
with negligible computational overhead. We also show that
the HotSpot achieves reasonable boundary condition inde-
pendence (BCI) by comparing it with a DELPHI compact
thermal model for a benchmark BGA chip under the same
set of boundary conditions.

1. Introduction

Along with the continued scaling of VLSI systems, the
ever-increasing power density and the resultant difficulties
in managing temperatures have become one of the major
challenges for system designers of all design levels. It is
well known that operating temperature affects performance,
power consumption and reliability of a microelectronic sys-
tem. Obviously, it is almost impossible to model temper-
ature and analyze the thermal effects of a system together
with the environment in their full details. Using numerical
analysis methods, such as FEM, is also time-consuming and
cost-inefficient, and hence is not a proper way to model tem-
perature, either. The solution is to build compact thermal
models (CTMs) with reasonably accurate temperature pre-
dictions at different levels — for example, transistor level,
die level, package level and board level, etc [1].

A top-down hierarchy of compact thermal models would

be helpful for designers at different design levels [1]. There
are several requirements for a CTM to be useful at a partic-
ular design level. The first requirement is to provide enough
thermal information at that level. For example, for package-
level CTM, previous studies [2] [3] have shown that a sin-
gle junction-to-case thermal resistance is not adequate for
package design, because the information of temperature dis-
tribution across the package is lost. This will lead to a pack-
age design that is not thermally optimized. Instead, multi-
ple nodes are needed on the package surfaces. Similarly, a
CTM at the die level should consist of more nodes than a
single junction node in order to give temperature distribu-
tion information across the die. The second requirement for
a CTM at a particular design level is to model just at the
granularity that is needed and hide the details of the lower
levels, so that the CTM itself is adequate for thermal anal-
ysis at that level. For example, package-level CTMs, such
as the DELPHI models, hide the lower level details of the
package, including the die, the thermal attach, the solder
balls/lead frames, etc., because these details are intellectual
properties that need to be protected by the vendors. Simi-
larly, a CTM at the die level should also hide the lower level
details of the die, such as circuit structures, if it needs to be
protected. On the other hand, knowing these details may
help to make the CTM physically-based and fully parame-
terizable, as will be seen in Section 3. The third requirement
for a CTM is to be reasonably boundary condition indepen-
dent (BCI). By achieving BCI, the variation of the environ-
ment does not affect the compact thermal model. the DEL-
PHI package-level compact thermal models achieve BCI by
finding a thermal resistance network with minimum overall
error when applied to different boundary conditions. Again,
we will show in later sections that if the structure details are
known and the CTM is physically based, the CTM is intrin-
sically BCI with reasonable accuracy.

In this paper, we present a compact thermal modeling ap-
proach —HotSpot, which is physically based on the design
geometry and material properties. Compared to our previ-
ous attempt of the HotSpot modeling approach that was pre-
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Figure 1. The stacked layers of different mate-
rials in the HotSpot modeling approach. Heat
generating surface and major heat transfer
paths are also shown.

sented in THERMINIC’02 [4], the new HotSpot presented
in this paper has the following improvements — First, the
difference of heat conducting area among different layers
is taken into account. Second, the fitting factors for lateral
thermal resistance calculations and isothermal surface es-
timation are replaced by physics-based formulas and more
detailed layer division. All these improvements, which are
shown in Section 2, make the HotSpot models better resem-
ble to real designs and fully physically-based and parame-
terized. The compact thermal model examples of HotSpot
shown in this paper are mainly at the die and package level,
but the modeling method can also be easily extended to
other design levels.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows
the modeling details of HotSpot at the die level and pack-
age level. Section 3 discusses the issues of compact ther-
mal model parametrization and BCI by comparing both the
modeling method differences and the results of HotSpot and
DELPHI models. Section 4 discusses the limitations and
advantages of HotSpot. Finally, Section 5 concludes the pa-
per and points out possible future work.

2. HotSpot Modeling Details

When constructing a compact thermal model using the
HotSpot approach, one needs to first identify different lay-
ers of the design that are made of different materials. This
requires that the designer have some prior detailed knowl-
edge of the designed structure. These layers are then
stacked on top of each other as shown in Fig. 1. The layers
can, for instance, represent heat sink, heat spreader, sili-
con substrate, on-chip interconnect layer, C4 pads, ceramic
packaging substrate, solder balls, etc. Usually, the surface
that generates heat is the surface of the silicon substrate
layer.

Each layer is then divided into a number of blocks. For
example, in Fig. 2(c), the silicon substrate layer can be
divided according to architecture-level blocks (only three
blocks are shown for simplicity) or finer granularity, de-

(b)
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Figure 2. (a) Area division of larger layers (top
view). (b) side view of one block with its lat-
eral and vertical thermal resistances. (c) a
layer, for example, the silicon die, can be di-
vided into arbitrary number of blocks if detail
thermal information is needed (top view).

pending on what the die-level design requires. For other
layers that requires less detailed thermal information, one
can simply divide that layer as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The
center shaded part in a layer shown by Fig. 2(a) is the area
covered by another adjacent layer such as the one shown
in Fig. 2(c). This center part can have the same number of
nodes as its smaller neighbor layer or collapse those nodes
into a single node, depending on the accuracy and computa-
tion overhead requirements. The remaining peripheral part
in Fig. 2(a) is then divided into four trapezoidal blocks, each
is assigned with one node. Each block in each layer has
a vertical thermal resistance and several lateral resistances,
which model vertical heat transfer to its neighbor layers and
lateral heat spreading/constriction within the layer itself, re-
spectively. Fig. 2(b) shows a side view of one block with
both the lateral and the vertical resistances. Vertical resis-
tance can be calculated byRvertical = t/(k·A), wheret is
the thickness of that layer,k is the thermal conductivity of
the material of that layer, andA is the cross-sectional area
of the block. Calculating lateral thermal resistance is not as
straightforward as the vertical resistance. This is because
the complex nature of modeling heat spreading and con-
striction. One can consider the lateral thermal resistance of
one block is the spreading/constriction thermal resistance of
the other parts within a layer to that specific block. Details
of lateral thermal resistance derivation and formulas can be
found in [5] and [6].

For layers that have surfaces interfacing with the ambi-
ent, i.e. the boundaries, we assume that each surface has
a constant heat transfer coefficienth. The corresponding
thermal resistance can then be calculated asRconvection =
1/(h·A), whereA is the surface area. Strictly speaking,
these convection thermal resistances are not part of the com-
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Figure 3. Steady-state validation of the
HotSpot compact thermal model: (a) Test-
ing chip measurements (b) Results from the
HotSpot model with errors less than 5%.

pact thermal model, because they include the information
of the environment. If the environment changes, i.e. the
boundary condition changes, the value of these convection
resistances also change. On the other hand, for a particular
design, the values of all the other thermal resistances shown
in Fig. 2(a)–(c) should not change if the compact thermal
model is BCI.

We have validated the HotSpot modeling method by
comparing with a commercial thermal testing chip [7]. The
thermal testing chip has a 9x9 grid of heat dissipators,
which can be turned on or off individually, with an em-
bedded thermal sensor for each grid cell. The testing chip
can measure both steady-state and transient temperatures
for each of the grid cells. We built the same 9x9 grid-
like chip structure in our thermal model. In validation,
we neglected the secondary heat flow path from the die
to the PCB, because the testing chip is wire bonded and
plugged in a plastic socket that has very low thermal con-
ductivity. We then turned on sets of power dissipators in
the testing chip and assigned the same power values at the
same locations in our thermal model. Fig. 3 shows one ex-
ample of the validation experiments we have performed.
In the figure are the steady-state thermal plots using mea-
surements from the testing chip and results from our ther-
mal model. The percentage error values are calculated by
(Tmodel − Tchip)/(Tchip − Tambient). The power density
in this experiment is 50W/cm2 in the heat dissipating area
(the 3x3 lower-right corner). As can be seen, the HotSpot
thermal model is reasonably accurate, with the worst case
error values for steady-state temperatures less than 5%.

The HotSpot modeling approach has been successfully
used to build compact thermal models in research areas such
as dynamic thermal management (DTM) techniques for mi-
croprocessors [8] and die-level thermal-aware computer-
aided designs [9]. Examples of HotSpot compact thermal
models can be found in [8] and [9].

From the above, we can see that the HotSpot model-

ing approach is different to existing compact thermal model
methods, such as DELPHI [2] [10]. The differences are as
follows. First, DELPHI models are at the package level,
hence with only one node for the die. This is adequate
for the package vendors and board-level designers. On the
other hand, for the die-level designers, HotSpot models has
more nodes for the die structures. Second, DELPHI models
hide the packaging details due to the requirements of pack-
age vendors, while HotSpot models have detailed package-
level and die-level information. Third, the thermal resis-
tances in the DELPHI models are extracted from detailed
simulations, while the thermal resistances of HotSpot mod-
els are calculated based on dimensions and physical proper-
ties of materials. All these differences result in different ap-
plications for DELPHI and HotSpot models. DELPHI mod-
els are ideal for thermal analysis of existing package designs
without revealing details of the package, while HotSpot
models are more suitable for explorations of new die-level
and package-level designs. Also, the HotSpot models are
intrinsically parameterizable and BCI, as will be discussed
in Section 3.

3. Parametrization and BCI in HotSpot

3.1. Parametrization of Compact Thermal Models

Parametrization of compact thermal models is desirable
and has drawn attention from researchers. In [11], the au-
thor points out that achieving a sensible parametrization of
compact thermal models is next to impossible for the cho-
sen very simple structure of the DELPHI models. This is
true for a modeling approach such as DELPHI, because the
model structure consisting of only a few thermal resistances
makes it impossible to take into account the actual very
complex package structure, together with the variations of
thermal conductivities and the heat spreading/constriction
effects within the die and the package. On the other hand,
the HotSpot modeling approach can be better parameterized
due to its physically-based nature. The cost for parametriza-
tion is that HotSpot models are usually more complex than
the DELPHI models.

In HotSpot models, the variations of thermal conductiv-
ities over temperature still cannot be fully parameterized.
But one can work around this problem by performing sev-
eral rounds of thermal analysis and updating thermal con-
ductivities based on temperature readings from the compact
thermal model. Eventually, the temperature and thermal
conductivity will converge to fixed values.

3.2. Boundary Condition Independence (BCI)

Achieving BCI is essential to compact thermal mod-
els. If the model changes whenever the boundary condi-
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Figure 4. Thermal resistances network for (a) the DELPHI model and (b) the HotSpot model of a
DELPHI BGA benchmark chip, extracted from [10].

tions change, the model would be useless. Traditionally,
researchers in the package compact thermal modeling com-
munity usually adopt the DELPHI approach to achieve BCI,
that is, finding a thermal resistance network with minimum
overall error when applied to different boundary conditions.
The resistance values are extracted from detailed thermal
simulations with the same package structure. Such simula-
tions can be performed in some numerical analysis tools.

When using the HotSpot modeling approach, because
there is no data extraction procedures and all the resis-
tance values are calculated from the physical dimensions
and properties of the materials, the model itself is intrinsi-
cally BCI. In order to validate that the HotSpot models can
achieve reasonable BCI, we compare a HotSpot model with
a DELPHI model for the BGA benchmark chip in [10]. The
dimensions of the BGA chip and the set of boundary con-
ditions are both taken from the specifications in [10]. The
model structures of both DELPHI and HotSpot are shown
in Fig. 4. In this comparison, the notion of quarter symme-
try can be applied because there is only one node for the
die. Therefore, only a quarter of the package is sketched for
the HotSpot and the DELPHI model in Fig. 4.

The temperature readings from both models are listed in
Table 1. The heat generated at the die surface is 2.5W used
as the input to both models. As can be seen from Table 1,
the HotSpot model achieves reasonable BCI. For the listed
five boundary conditions, it yields almost the same temper-
ature readings as the DELPHI model. The worst case per-
centage error is 5.8%. One possible reason of the error is
the surface division ratio is fixed according to the area of
the smaller neighbor layer, in this case, it is the die area.
This division ratio might not be exactly the optimal ratio,
but it is near the optimal ratio. In a previous work [12], the
author argues that the surface division ratio should be deter-
mined by the heat flux distribution on a particular surface.

# b.c. HotSpot DELPHI error
1 DCP-1 16.79 16.68 0.66%
2 DCP-2 19.94 20.00 -0.30%
3 DCP-3 66.42 62.78 5.80%
4 DCP-4 2960.00 3070.00 -3.58%
5 infinite 10.20 10.56 -3.41%

Table 1. Comparison of HotSpot model and
DELPHI model for the DELPHI BGA bench-
mark chip under the same set of boundary
conditions. Temperatures are in Celcius and
with respect to ambient temperature.

He also shows that the heat flux distribution functionf(−)
of the top surface develops a peak just above the die area.
Therefore, it is evident that using the die area to divide the
top surface is feasible.

4. Limitations and Advantages

So far, the modeling details and major characteristics of
the HotSpot compact thermal modeling approach have been
presented. As we can see, HotSpot modeling approach has
its limitations. First, it is not as “compact” as other existing
compact thermal models such as the DELPHI models. But
the number of nodes are still within a manageable amount,
and the computational overhead is also negligible compared
to detailed numerical models. Second, when it comes to an-
alyze or release a fixed compact thermal model for an ex-
isting design or a final product, HotSpot models are not as
friendly as the DELPHI models to the users. This is due to
the complexity of the HotSpot model and the revealing of
the design details. Third, at the same level of complexity,
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HotSpot model is not as accurate as the DELPHI model.
This is because the DELPHI model is extracted from de-
tailed simulations, which is still the most accurate way to
model thermal effects, while the HotSpot model is essen-
tially a simplified version of the detailed model, therefore
can not achieve the same level of accuracy as the detailed
simulations and hence the DELPHI models. Fourth, the
HotSpot model is not as BCI as the DELPHI model. This
is due to the surface area division method used by HotSpot
model is not exactly the optimal one, although it is proved
to be a feasible one as shown in Section 3 and [12].

However, the HotSpot modeling approach also has its
significant advantages. The advantages of HotSpot are
mainly due to the fact that it is parameterizable and BCI.
Parametrization is useful because a variety of design explo-
rations can be carried out by only changing the dimension
and material parameters without reconstructing the whole
compact thermal model through detailed simulations. For
example, using HotSpot models, one can easily find the op-
timum die thickness by simply sweeping the die thickness
parameter and keeping all the other parameters constant,
given the package and maximum power density are known.
Another example would be investigating the effect of dif-
ferent types of heat spreaders or heat sinks. One can easily
add/change the layers of heat spreader or heat sink by fol-
lowing the HotSpot modeling method in Section 2. Also, it
is important to notice that HotSpot can be used to study hy-
pothetical systems for which physical implementations and
thermal measurements cannot yet be obtained. From these
examples, we can see that the HotSpot modeling approach
is very suitable for die level and package level design ex-
plorations.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a physically-based com-
pact thermal modeling approach — HotSpot, which is also
parameterized and BCI. The HotSpot modeling approach
is more suitable for exploring new designs, while existing
modeling approaches, such as DELPHI, are more suitable
for accurately analyze existing designs. In addition, we be-
lieve that achieving the parametrization of compact thermal
models is a significant contribution of HotSpot to the re-
search area of microelectronic thermal design and analysis.
Future work consists of developing dynamic version of the
HotSpot modeling approach. Modeling active cooling ef-
fects to different types of interfacing surfaces is also an in-
teresting topic.
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